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Fortress Hill Press, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Don t let them take you alive! In THE JUSTICE OF REVENGE, an historical
novel set in third century A.D. Europe, the story of the German barbarian warrior Berand continues.
True to his vow made in Book One that justice would be done, he makes sure the Black Hound Clan
is made Outcast, banishing them from the tribe. He assumes his cousin s murder has been avenged.
His abilities as a warrior and leader grow as he becomes chieftain of his clan. Repeated raiding
successes embolden his tribe of Alemannic warriors to mount increasingly daring attacks on the
Roman Empire and its legions. Between raids, Berand is invited by the Roman Emperor Gallienus to
bring his barbarian cavalry to fight with the Roman legions. In a battle that almost costs both men
their lives, an unsuspected traitor surfaces. Then when it seems the Alemanni will successfully
invade Italy herself, everything comes crashing down when the tribe s past decisions catch up them
them. The Alemannic warriors are threatened with near annihilation as a Black Hound exacts his
own version of justice. In...
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The publication is straightforward in study safer to recognize. It is writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. Its been printed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is just after i finished reading this book through which basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Per cy B er nha r d-- Per cy B er nha r d

Absolutely essential study publication. It usually fails to expense an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform when you full
looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Allene Conr oy-- Ms. Allene Conr oy
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